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SPANISH PARTICIPATION AT APLF 2017

Acexpiel, the Spanish Tanners Association will be present at the 2017
edition of Asia Pacific’s leading leather and materials fair APLF. Held
from 29th to 31st March at the iconic Exhibition Centre which overlooks
Hong Kong Harbour, a small yet powerfully representation of the
Spanish leather industry will be showcasing collections which have
allowed these companies to partner with some of the most exclusive
global fashion luxury brands.
A collection of creativity and inspiration, Curtidos Badia, Combalia,
Verdeveleno, Inpelsa, Morera Pell, Inter Leather, Casas I Fills and Riba
Guixá look forward to presenting their Spring/Summer 2018 proposals
to their customers and visitors in Hong Kong.
From premium-quality raw materials offered by Casas i Fills - one of
Catalonia’s leading enterprises when it comes to supplying domestic
and foreign tanneries with the best Spanish hides - to Verdeveleno, a
Spanish leading tanner when it comes to exotic leathers (python and
crocodile) whom partner up with their customers to design and
manufacture bespoke collections that become the desire of fashion
specialists.
Curtidos Badia, Morera Pell and Combalia, Riba Guixà and Inter
Leather are all located in Catalonia, which today represents over 50%
of the total tanning industry of Spain and are all specialized in
manufacturing premium leathers for the footwear, small leather goods
and fashion industry.
Verdeveleno and Inpelsa, are both located in the province of Valencia
and enjoy historic links to the international fashion industry through
their distinctive focus on innovation, quality and partnerships.
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All the Spanish companies participating under the wide umbrella of
Acexpiel have different individual priorities long term, although they
do enjoy common denominators, such as quality, investment in
innovation, research, development and effective partnerships, all our
members are Leaving aside the quality of their articles and the
importance of effective partnerships, they are all focusing on
implementing advances in their socially responsible activities, not just
complying with the legal requirements, but are adapting their cultures
to include sustainability and social corporate responsibilities.
To enjoy a rich and enlightening preview of our participation, please
visit us in Hall E1

For further information, please contact: leather@leather-spain.com
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